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Chapter 4 The noun phrase

4.0 Introduction

4.0.1 What is a noun phrase?

A noun phrase is a single noun [Lexicon – Section 3.1], a pronoun [Lexicon – 
Section 3.7] or a group of words containing a noun or a pronoun as its head that 
function together as a constituent [Syntax – Section 2.0.1] of a sentence. The typical 
syntactic function of a noun phrase in a sentence is to express the subject, direct 
object, indirect object of the verb or the object of a preposition/postposition [Lexicon 
– Section 3.8]. As the argument of the predicate, each of the noun phrases bears the 
relevant semantic relation by which it is associated with the verb of the sentence. 

With respect to the internal structure of a noun phrase, the head noun can be 
modi"ed by a determiner [Lexicon – Section 3.6], one or more adjectives [Lexicon – 
Section 3.4], quanti"ers [Lexicon – Section 3.10.2], or a numeral [Lexicon – Section 
3.10.1]. A noun phrase can also contain a complex modi"er called a relative clause / 
relative clause [Syntax – Section 3.4]. In a noun phrase the head noun can be modi-
"ed with any one or more or none of these constituents. The following is an example 
of a noun phrase in English, where the only obligatory constituent is the head noun 
friends.

some of our old friends who are not living in this town anymore
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Nouns are typically classified as proper nouns (or proper names) [Lexicon – 
Section 3.1.2], e.g. John, Pierre, Jane, or common nouns [Lexicon – Section 3.1.1], 
e.g. book, pencil, house, boy, which may behave differently with respect to the type 
of modifiers they take. Common nouns are also further classified as count nouns, 
for example, book, pencil, student, versus mass nouns, for example, water, air, 
electricity, where the type of the noun determines number marking. Count nouns 
are those that can have singular and plural forms. Mass nouns do not typically 
have plural forms.

4.0.2 Further distinctions

Noun phrases are syntactic domains in which not only the head noun but also other 
constituents such as determiners and adjectives can carry marking for grammatical 
features such as gender, case, and number. This is usually referred to as agreement / 
agreement [Lexicon – Section 3.3.4] or concord. Sign languages generally di!er from 
spoken languages signi"cantly with respect to these morphosyntactic properties in 
that while agreement/concord is observed in many spoken languages, sign languages 
have typically been observed to lack it.

4.0.3 Methodological challenges 

One of the challenges in describing the noun phrase in a sign language is to deter-
mine whether a sequence of a noun and a potential modifier such as picture beau-
tiful/beautiful picture constitutes a noun phrase such as ‘beautiful picture’  
or a clausal constituent with a subject and a predicate such as ‘the picture is  
beautiful.’ Determining the functions of the prenominal and postnominal modifi-
ers (as attributive / attributive [Lexicon – Section 3.4.1] versus predicative / predic-
ative [Lexicon – Section 3.4.2]) will help identify noun phrases. In the following 
ASL examples, for instance, the adjective old is interpreted as an attributive 
adjective in the prenominal position in (a), beautiful as a predicative adjective 
in the postnominal position in (b).

a. [poss1 old friend]  
 ‘my old friend’ (ASL, MacLaughlin 1997: 196)
b. [big red ball ixadvi ] beautiful
 ‘The big red ball over there is beautiful.’ (ASL, MacLaughlin 1997: 193)

For the sign language under investigation, the grammar writer needs to determine 
whether there is a di!erence in the interpretation of the prenominal and postnominal 
structures.
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4.1 Determiners

4.1.0 Definitions and challenges

4.1.0.1 What is a determiner?
Determiners are a class of functional elements that modify the noun. Being func-
tional, determiners lack descriptive content, represent a closed class, and sometimes 
can be unexpressed. In this section, determiners are categorized into two groups: arti-
cles and demonstratives.

Articles are elements whose function is to provide information on referential-
ity [Pragmatics – Chapter 2] (i.e. the relation between the noun and what the noun 
refers to). In traditional grammar books, articles are characterized as either de"-
nite or inde"nite. De"nite articles (prototypically the in English) are used when the 
interlocutors can identify the referent(s) of the nominal expression. De"nite [Prag-
matics – Section 1.2] articles can be used for three di!erent purposes (Lyons 1999): 
i) to refer back to something or someone that has been previously mentioned in the 
discourse (e.g. ‘The cat was feeling hungry’, with the cat being already introduced 
in the discourse); ii) to refer to something or someone that is easily identi"able in 
the extra-linguistic context (e.g. ‘Could you pass me the pen?’, with the pen being 
visible to the interlocutors); iii) to refer to a referent that is unique in its genre (e.g. 
‘the Earth,’ or ‘the driver’ when talking about a bus trip). Inde"nite [Pragmatics – 
Section 1.3] articles (prototypically a/an), on the other hand, are used when the 
interlocutor cannot identify the referent(s) of the nominal expression. Inde"nite 
articles are used to introduce new information, speci"cally new referent in the dis-
course (e.g. ‘Yesterday I saw a cat,’ with the cat being a "rst-mention entity).

Similar to articles, demonstratives provide information on referentiality in that 
they are intrinsically de"nite. In addition to that, they convey a deictic [Pragmatics – 
Section 1.1] / deictic interpretation. This means that in order to interpret demonstratives, 
it is necessary to consider the spatio-temporal context in which they are expressed. 
Demonstratives encode the deictic features [± proximal] and [± distal] which help the 
interlocutor locate the corresponding referent(s) with respect to the speaker’s spati-
otemporal coordinates. Roughly, [± proximal] means close to the speaker and [± distal] 
means far. This can be intended as a spatial relation (e.g. ‘this book‘ is closer to the 
speaker than ‘that book’) or a temporal relation (e.g. ‘this month’ is closer to the utter-
ance time than ‘that month’). Some languages distinguish between [± proximal] with 
respect to the speaker and [± proximal] with respect to the interlocutor, in addition to  
[± distal]. As for sign languages, the use of the spatial dimension as a gradient contin-
uum allows sign languages to be extremely precise in conveying deictic speci"cations. 

4.1.0.2 Methodological challenges
In this section, we classify determiners as articles and demonstratives.  
Cross-linguistically, these two categories show an important distributional 
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di!erence: demonstratives are consistently found in all of the world’s languages, 
whereas articles are not. Considering de"nite articles, there are several possibilities: 
they can constitute a distinct word class; they can be homophonous with demon-
stratives so that the two classes are not distinguishable; or they may be absent, 
leaving nouns unspeci"ed for de"niteness (Dryer 2013a). With respect to inde"nite 
articles, the options are the following: they may constitute a distinct word class; 
they can be homophonous with cardinal ‘one’ so that the two types of elements are 
not distinguishable; or they may be absent, leaving nouns unspeci"ed for inde"-
niteness (Dryer 2013b).

Importantly, demonstratives and articles should not be considered as being 
in complementary distribution since it might be the case that they may co-occur  
(Giusti 1997). In this respect, cross-linguistic variation is found, as shown below 
(Alexiadou, Haegeman & Stavrou 2007: 106).

a. *This the book
a’. *The this book (English)
b. Ez a haz (Hungarian)
 this the house
c. Afto to vivlio (Greek)
 this the book (Alexiadou, Haegeman & Stavrou 2007: 106)

The grammar writer should investigate whether an article and a demonstrative can 
co-occur within the same noun phrase.

In sign language linguistics, determiners are frequently identi"ed as part of point-
ing signs [Lexicon – Section 1.2.2] / pointing signs. What the grammar writer should 
pay particular attention to is the linguistic function associated with these signs. As a 
matter of fact, in many sign languages, pointing signs are multi-functional elements 
in that they can function not only as articles or demonstratives [Lexicon – Section 
3.7.1], but also as personal pronouns [Lexicon – Section 3.7.2] and locatives [Lexicon – 
Section 3.7.1] (Pfau 2011). In some cases, they might be used as possessive [Lexicon – 
Section 3.7.3] modi"ers, too. Therefore, it may be hard to identify real determiners.

Another analytical challenge of studying determiners in sign languages is that 
both manual and non-manual components must be taken into consideration. As simi-
larly noticed for negation [Syntax – Section 1.5], in some cases, a determiner’s func-
tion can be conveyed even though no corresponding manual sign is produced. In such 
cases, determiners can be detected by looking at speci"c non-manual markers, such 
as eye gaze and head tilt (Neidle & Nash 2012).

4.1.1 Articles

Unlike demonstratives, articles are determiners that cannot be used in isolation or 
occur as an answer to a question. This is shown in the examples below (Alexiadou, 
Haegeman & Stavrou 2007: 106). 
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a. I like the *(book). (English)
b. I like that. (English)
c. Ho visto il *(ragazzo). 
 have.1sg see.ptcp the boy 
 ‘I have seen the (boy).’ (Italian)
d. Ho visto quello. 
 have.1sg see.ptcp that
 ‘I have seen that.’ (Italian)

In order to study the syntactic behavior of articles, the grammar writer should con-
sider word order issues (i.e. the distribution of the article with respect to the noun), 
simultaneous manual articulation (i.e. the use of both manual articulators), and the 
role of non-manual marking.

4.1.1.1 The position of the article
Considering word order within the noun phrase, some di!erent distributional pat-
terns may emerge in the sign language under investigation.

The article may appear at the beginning of the noun phrase, as shown in the 
example in ASL below.

ix3a boy like chocolate
‘The boy likes chocolate.’ (ASL, Neidle et al. 2000: 89)

Another option is to produce the article in postnominal position. This happens, for 
example, in LIS.

furniturea antique ix3a broke
‘The antique furniture is broken.’ (LIS, Bertone 2009: 8)

We also expect the possibility to "nd two co-indexed pointing signs, one before and 
one a9er the noun, even if this does not seem to be a common option. Although no 
example from a sign language is available yet to the best of our knowledge, the follow-
ing illustrates a potential example:

ix3a teacher ix3a arrive
‘The teacher arrived.’

The grammar writer should verify the nature of both elements in order to assess 
whether they both function as articles.

4.1.1.2 Simultaneous manual articulation
Another aspect that the grammar writer should bear in mind is the case of simultane-
ous articulation in which the noun and its modi"ers (e.g. adjective, cardinal number, 
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etc.) are expressed by the dominant hand (d.h.) and the article by the non-dominant 
hand (n.h.). In the LIS example below, the noun and the article are articulated simul-
taneously. 

d.h. furniturea antique
n.h.               ix3a----
‘The furniture is antique.’ (LIS, Bertone 2009: 8)

4.1.1.3 Non-manual marking
De"nite and inde"nite articles may be accompanied by eye gaze (eg) and wandering 
eye gaze in some sign languages. These non-manual markers accompanying the de"-
nite article may spread solely over this item, or over the entire noun phrase.

a. eg3a
 ix3a mana
 ‘the/that man’ (ASL, Bahan 1996: 268)
b.  eg3a
 ix3a mana
 ‘the/that man’ (ASL, Bahan 1996: 269)

Similarly to what happens with de"nite articles, the markers co-occurring with inde"-
nite articles may spread solely over this item, or over the entire noun phrase.

a.  wandering gaze
 something/one   woman
 ‘some/a woman’ (ASL, Bahan 1996: 273)
b.  wandering gaze
 something/one   woman
 ‘some/a woman’ (ASL, Bahan 1996: 273)

4.1.1.4 Articles expressed by non-manual marking only
In some cases, there may be no manual sign expressing the article but the function 
of an article may be expressed by non-manual markers in lieu of the corresponding 
manual sign. This is possible both with the de"nite and inde"nite interpretation, as 
illustrated in the two HKSL examples below.

  eg3a
a. female-kid come
 ‘that/the girl is coming’ (HKSL, Tang & Sze 2002: 300)
  eg3a
b. male cycle
 ‘a man is cycling’ (HKSL, Tang & Sze 2002: 302)
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In HKSL, the de"nite and the inde"nite interpretations are associated with di!erent 
eye gaze patterns. When the noun has a de"nite reading, the eye gaze must point 
toward the locus of the referent. When the noun has an inde"nite reading, the eye 
gaze points toward the addressee, so that the signer keeps eye contact with him or 
her. The grammar writer should verify whether articles can be expressed non-manu-
ally in the language under investigation.

4.1.2 Demonstratives

4.1.2.0 Definitions and challenges
In many sign languages, demonstratives and articles are phonologically very similar. 
They are both realized as pointing signs and it is not easy to draw a clear line between 
the two categories. This is not an accident since it probably re=ects a diachronic 
process in which demonstratives gradually lose their deictic features and undergo 
phonological weakening resulting in the emergence of de"nite articles. This is well-
attested in spoken languages: Latin demonstrative ille, for example, led to de"nite 
articles in Italian (il), French (le), and Spanish (el). The grammar writer is referred to 
Pfau (2011) for a discussion on the diachronic evolution of pointing signs.

Demonstratives do not display the same distributional restrictions as articles. In 
fact, a demonstrative can be combined with a noun (transitive usage) or can be used 
on its own (intransitive usage). These two distributional patterns are shown in the 
examples below (Alexiadou, Haegeman & Stavrou 2007: 95).

a. This (English)
b. This book (English)
c. Dat
 ‘that’ (Dutch)
d. Dat boek
 ‘that book’ (Dutch)

4.1.2.1 The position of the demonstrative
Considering the distribution of demonstratives vis-à-vis the noun, we expect in prin-
ciple three di!erent options. The demonstrative may precede the noun (a), follow it 
(b), or it can be doubled (c), so that it appears both before and a9er the noun. The 
three patterns are exempli"ed below.

a. ix-dem book expensive
 ‘That book is/was expensive.’ (NGT, Brunelli 2011: 56)
b. ix1 decide book ix-dem buy
 ‘I decided to buy that book.’ (DGS, Pfau 2011: 149)
c. ix-demi book new two ix-demi mine
 ‘These two new books are mine.’ (LIS, Bertone 2009: 23)
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The grammar writer should check the position of the demonstrative with respect to 
the noun. As for doubling, caution should be used in order to distinguish it from the 
reinforcer construction. 

4.1.2.2 Demonstrative reinforcer construction
Some languages allow for the demonstrative reinforcer construction. This construc-
tion contains three items: a noun, a demonstrative, and a reinforcer, which is a loca-
tive element added to provide additional information about distance such as ‘here’ 
and ‘there’. This construction has been observed in a number of spoken languages 
(Alexiadou, Haegeman & Stavrou 2007: 117–118).

a. Den här mannen
 ‘the here man’ (Swedish)
b. Ce livre-là
 ‘that book there’ (French)
c. This guy here (non-standard English)

The demonstrative reinforcer construction has also been observed in some sign 
languages. In the ASL example below, the first pointing sign functions as a 
demonstrative, whereas the second one functions as a locative adverb (Bahan et 
al. 1995).

 top
ix woman ix arrive early
‘That woman (there), (she) arrived early.’ (ASL, Bahan et al. 1995: 3)

The second pointing sign is analyzed as the reinforcer because the path length of this 
sign can be modi"ed to iconically show proximity and distance. Crucially, this articu-
latory modi"cation is not possible with the "rst pointing sign of the construction, 
which is analysed as the demonstrative, as shown below.

a. ixi man ix[+distal]  know president 
 ‘The/that man over there knows the president.’
  (ASL, Neidle & Nash 2012: 270)
b. *ix[+distal] man ixi know president

4.1.2.3 Non-manual marking 
The ostensive nature of demonstratives may correlate with eye gaze directed in the 
same direction of the pointing sign. Typically, eye gaze, head posture, and eyebrows 
may provide additional information on how far the referent is with respect to the 
signer. The non-manual markers accompanying the demonstrative may spread solely 
over this item, or over the entire noun phrase.
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4.1.2.4 Anaphoric usage
Demonstratives are not always deictic [Pragmatics – Section 1.1], and hence do not 
always need to rely on the extra-linguistic context. In some cases, they refer to an 
entity previously mentioned in the linguistic context. This entity functions as an ante-
cedent and demonstratives are used anaphorically [Pragmatics – Chapter 2]. In some 
languages, the deictic and anaphoric function of demonstratives may be conveyed by 
di!erent items and may display di!erent distributional patterns. 

This is the case in ASL, where the deictic demonstrative is a pointing sign and 
the anaphoric demonstrative is realized as a Y-shaped sign (that). Di!erently from 
its deictic counterpart, ASL anaphoric demonstrative does not o9en occur before the 
noun (Neidle & Nash 2012).

a. ix man 
 ‘the/that man’ (deictic use) (ASL, Neidle & Nash 2012: 270)
b. ??that man 
 ‘that man’ (anaphoric use) (ASL, Neidle & Nash 2012: 271)

Due to possible distributional di!erences, deictic and anaphoric demonstratives 
should be investigated separately.
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4.2 Possessive phrases 

4.2.0 Definitions and challenges

The crucial components of a possessive noun phrase are the possessor [Semantics – 
Chapter 11], (someone who possesses something) and the possessed (o9en referred to 
as possessum or possessee as well) as in the following example from English:

John’s  car 
possessor possessed

The most obvious interpretation of the noun phrase John’s car is the car that John 
owns but other interpretations that do not involve ownership are also possible (the 
car that John picked for his daughter, the car that John wants to buy, the car that John 
rented etc.). 

All languages distinguish syntactically between attributive and predicative pos-
session constructions (Heine 1997). An NP like John’s car exempli"es attributive pos-
session, that is, a relationship between the possessor and the possessed within an 
NP. By contrast, predicative possession is expressed by a full clause (e.g. This car is 
John’s / his, John has a car, The car belongs to John). This section only describes attrib-
utive possessive phrases. 

Many languages mark the relation between the possessor and the possessed in 
some way, for example, by possessive markers, agreement markers or case su>xes. 
Languages may mark the possessor, the possessed, or both (Cro9 2002). 

4.2.1  Ways of expressing the possessive relation in the noun phrase

The following ways of expressing the possessive relation [Semantics – Section 11.1] 
in a possessive noun phrase have been observed in the sign languages studied so far:
(i) with attributive possessive pronouns
(ii) with a possessive marker/linker
(iii) with juxtaposition of the possessor and the possessed

These means are described in detail in the following sections. The grammar writer 
should investigate which of these means are attested in the sign language studied.
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4.2.1.1 Attributive possessive pronouns 
In possessive noun phrases, the possessor may be expressed by a pronominal element 
such as my, your, his, our, etc., as in ‘my car’. These elements are called either (attribu-
tive) possessive pronouns, possessive determiners, or possessive adjectives. Note that 
they are di!erent in meaning and function from predicative possessive pronouns 
such as mine, yours, his, ours, etc. as in ‘This car is mine’. Since this section is only on 
(attributive) possessive pronouns, when we use the term possessive pronoun, we will 
be referring to pronouns such as my, your, his, our, etc. 

Possessive pronouns in sign languages are directional like personal pronouns but 
they usually have a handshape that di!ers from the pointing [Lexicon – Section 1.2.2] 
handshape of personal pronouns (Cormier 2012).

Most sign languages have a set of pronouns that express the possessor. A small 
number of sign languages studied so far have been found to lack such pronouns 
(Perniss & Zeshan 2008). These sign languages use personal pronouns instead.

The grammar writer should investigate whether the language studied has a set of 
possessive pronouns di!erent from the set of personal pronouns [Lexicon – Section 
3.7.2] and also identify the di!erent distributional possibilities of possessive pronouns 
within the noun phrase.

4.2.1.2 Possessive markers
Languages may use special markers to express the possessive relation between 
nouns/noun phrases in a possessive phrase. The possessive -s in English (as in the old 
man’s house) is an example of possessor marking with a bound morpheme attached 
to the possessor.

In some sign languages, the possessive phrase may contain a sign that seems to 
mark the relation between the possessor and the possessee. In the following example 
this sign is glossed as POSS.

a. bruno poss book  (ASL, Abner 2012: 24)

These possessive markers may occur between the possessor and the possessed as 
in the example (a) above, but they can also occur before the possessor as in (b) 
below:

b. poss bruno book (ASL, Abner 2012: 24)

The sign language studied may have more than one such marker. For ASL, two di!er-
ent signs have been observed. One is glossed as POSS, as in (a) above, and the other 
is a borrowing from English, and is glossed as apostrophe-s, as in the example (c) 
below:

c.  bruno apostrophe-s book (ASL, Abner 2012: 24)
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The following is a similar example from LSC.

d. book de teacher 
 ‘the teacher’s book’  (LSC, Quer & GRIN 2008: 36)

The possessive marker (or ‘linker’) is glossed as DE, whose relation to the Spanish/
Catalan preposition de is unclear (Quer & GRIN 2008).

The grammar writer should investigate the possibilities of possessive markers in 
the language studied.

4.2.1.3 Juxtaposition 
Researchers have observed that in some sign languages it is possible to have a pos-
sessive noun phrase with only the possessor and the possessed but no possessive 
marker. 

bruno book
‘Bruno’s book.’ (ASL, Abner 2013: 129)

Juxtaposition structures and structures with a possessive marker such as POSS have 
been reported to have di!erent semantics in ASL.

4.2.2 The position of the possessive pronoun 

Regarding the position of the possessive pronoun, in many languages the preferred 
order is possessor-possessed, but other word orders are also possible in some lan-
guages. The following examples show that possessive pronouns may precede or 
follow the possessed noun or they can be reduplicated. 

a. poss1 computer
 ‘my computer’
b. computer poss1
 ‘my computer’
c. poss1 computer poss1
 ‘my computer’ (ASL, Chen Pichler & Hochgesang 2008: 217)

The grammar writer should investigate di!erent possible word orders.

4.2.3 Agreement with the possessor 

Possessive pronouns in sign languages show spatial agreement [Lexicon – Section 
3.3.4] in much the same way as personal pronouns. In some sign languages like ASL 
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possessive pronouns display manual as well as non-manual agreement (MacLaughlin 
1997; Neidle et al. 2000). Manual agreement is seen when a possessive pronoun is 
signed in the location of the possessor, whereas non-manual agreement involves a 
head tilt (towards the possessor) and eye gaze (in the direction of the possessed). The 
grammar writer should be aware of this possibility for the sign language he/she is 
working on.

4.2.4 Agreement with the possessed

In some spoken languages the form of the possessor inside a noun phrase varies 
according to the grammatical features (gender and number) of the possessed (Corbett 
2006: 47). In ASL, for example, research has shown that agreement with the pos-
sessed may be established through eye gaze.

4.2.5 Possessive phrases with the possessed elided

Although possessive phrases usually occur with a possessed noun, this noun can be 
omitted as in the following examples:

a. abruno poss3a
 ‘Bruno’s’ (‘a [thing] of Bruno’s’) (ASL, Abner 2013:129)
b. poss3a 
 ‘his/hers’ (‘a [thing] of [his/hers]’)

The grammar writer should check whether this is possible in the language studied.
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4.3 Numerals

4.3.0 Definitions and challenges

4.3.0.1 What is a numeral?
Generally speaking, when the term ‘numeral’ is used in the nominal domain, it indi-
cates an item specifying the number of the entities referred to.

At closer inspection, numerals can be classi"ed according to three main catego-
ries: cardinals (which answer the question ‘how many?’), ordinals (which answer the 
question ‘in what order?’), and distributive numerals (which answer the question ‘how 
many each?’). The grammar writer should "rst identify cardinals and then ordinals and 
distributive numerals which are usually derived from cardinals. Notice that not all lan-
guages have a distinct word class for ordinals and distributives (Dryer et al. 2013).

In particular, cardinal numerals are used to count entities and also as a strat-
egy to express plurality [Semantics – Chapter 9]. In some sign languages plurality is 
expressed via noun reduplication [Phonology – Section 3.3.1]. However, in some sign 
languages (e.g. DGS), the two strategies, namely, modi"cation by cardinal numerals 
and noun reduplication, are not compatible. In others (e.g. ESL), the presence of the 
numeral does not have a blocking e!ect over noun reduplication.

a. five book 
 ‘five books’ (DGS, Steinbach 2012: 120)
b. *five book++ 
 ‘five books’ (DGS, Steinbach 2012: 120)
c. apple big four
 ‘four big apples’ (ESL, Miljan 2003: 214)
d. cup+++ four 
 ‘four cups’ (ESL, Miljan 2003: 214)

4.3.0.2 Numerals and number
In the investigation on syntactic phenomena concerning the nominal domain of 
a language, it is important not to confuse two similar terms, namely numeral and 
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number. Numerals express a numerical quanti"cation (e.g. ‘two’, ‘seven’, ‘twenty-
six’), whereas number marks count distinctions (e.g. singular, plural, dual, trial) on 
nouns, adjectives, determiners, etc.

4.3.0.3 Methodological challenges
Sometimes it may be di>cult to determine whether a numeral co-occuring with a 
noun modi"es it or whether it has a predicative function. Prosodic clues may help 
identify the construction. It has been noticed in TİD, for instance, that the numeral 
and the noun can be separated by a prosodic break, namely a head nod or an eye 
blink (Zwitserlood et al. 2012), as in (b). In this case, the two elements are not con-
tained in the same syntactic constituent (as in (a)) and the numeral is predicative.

a. four cup
 ‘four cups’

 eyeblink
 headnod
b. cup two
 ‘of cups, there are two’
 (TİD, Zwitserlood et al. 2012: 1648)
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Therefore, non-manual markers may help the grammar writer to determine whether 
the numeral is included in the noun phrase or not.

This section discusses the distribution of numerals, focusing on the case of car-
dinals since this type of numerals has received the most attention in the literature. 
Therefore, the two terms will herea9er be used interchangeably.

In order to study the syntactic behavior of cardinals, the grammar writer should 
consider several aspects: word order issues (i.e. the distribution of the cardinal vis-
à-vis the noun), the possibility to have cardinals included in =oating constructions, 
the distinction between de"nite and inde"nite reading, phenomena of numeral 
incorporation, the role of the prosodic contour, and cardinals included in Measure 
Phrases.

4.3.1 The position of the numeral

In principle, cardinals can be found in three distributional patterns: i) they may 
precede the noun, as in NZSL, shown in (a); ii) they may follow the noun, as in LSQ, 
shown in (b); iii) they can be repeated so that they sandwich the noun, as it some-
times happens in VGT, shown in (c).

a. two lecturer
 ‘two lecturers’ (NZSL, Wallingford 2008: 12)
b. student three
 ‘three students’ (LSQ, Bouchard & Parisot 2004)
c. two monkey two
 ‘two monkeys’ (VGT, Heyerick et al. 2010)

4.3.2 Floating numerals

Many languages are known to have constructions with =oating quanti"ers [Syntax – 
Section 4.4.2]. In these constructions a quanti"er such as all, both, each is separated 
from the rest of the noun phrase, as shown in the example below:

The children have all read the books.  (English)

In some languages, numerals may enter a =oating construction similarly to quanti-
"ers. In the following Japanese example, the numeral ‘two’ modi"es its noun phrase 
‘student’ even though another constituent ‘o>ce’ occurs in-between.

Gakusei-ga ofisu-ni huta-ri ki-ta.
student-nom office-to two-cl come-pst
‘Two students came to the office.’ (Japanese, Miyagawa 1989: 43)
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This construction has been found in a sign language as well. In ASL, a numeral can 
be stranded when the noun phrase it modi"es is topicalized [Pragmatics – Section 
4.2] (Boster 1996).

 top
book i want three
‘I want three books.’ (ASL, Boster 1996: 159)

However, it is not possible to topicalize the numeral on its own, as in the following 
example.

 top
*three i want book
‘I want three books.’ (ASL, Boster 1996: 159)

If the noun phrase contains an adjective, it will accompany the noun rather than the 
stranded quanti"er as shown in these examples:

  top
a. red book i want three
 ‘I want three red books.’ (ASL, Boster 1996: 170)
  top
b. * book i want three red
 (Intended: ‘I want three red books.’) (ASL, Boster 1996: 170)

The grammar writer should check if these options are available in the language under 
investigation. 

4.3.3 Definite and indefinite reading

In the study on the distribution of numerals, the grammar writer should verify the 
semantic interpretation of numerals. If they are associated with "rst-mentioned ref-
erents (i.e. entities that have not yet been introduced into the discourse), they receive 
an inde"nite [Pragmatics – Section 1.3] / inde"nite reading. If they are associated with 
already-mentioned referents (i.e. entities that have already been introduced into the 
discourse and can be identi"ed by the interlocutor), they receive a de"nite [Pragmat-
ics – Section 1.2] / de"nite reading.

In some languages, this semantic distinction corresponds to di!erent distribu-
tional patterns. For example, in Shupamem, numerals with inde"nite interpretation 
are prenominal, whereas numerals with de"nite interpretations follow the noun and 
trigger the presence of an obligatory agreement marker. 

a. pɛʔ pón
 two child.pl
 ‘three books’ (Shupamem, Vázquez-Rojas 2011: 235)
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b. pón pí pà: 
 child.pl agr two
 ‘the two children’ (Shupamem, Vázquez-Rojas 2011: 235)

The fact that the position of the numeral vis-à-vis the noun can be affected by 
information structure has also been reported in sign language research. In partic-
ular, it has been noticed that in LIS when numerals are associated with discourse-
new information (i.e. indefinite reading), they can appear either before or after 
the noun. When they convey discourse-old information (i.e. definite reading), 
they must appear in postnominal position (Mantovan, Geraci & Cardinaletti 2014).

two child
‘two children’

child two
‘two children/the two children’

 (LIS, Mantovan, Geraci & Cardinaletti 2014: 115–116)

The two cases might be distinguished also by di!erent non-manual markers. This is 
the case in LIS, where cardinals with inde"nite reading are usually accompanied by 
backward-tilted head and raised eyebrows, whereas those with de"nite reading are 
compatible with squinted eyes, lowered eyebrows, and chin down. 

4.3.4 Numeral incorporation

In some special cases, it is not possible to determine the position of the cardinal with 
respect to the noun because the two signs come together to form a single sign. Speci"cally, 
the hand con"guration of numerals (usually from 1 to 5, in some cases from 1 to 10) com-
bines with movement, location, and orientation of a noun root. This complex phenom-
enon is an instance of simultaneous morphology and is known as numeral incorporation.

Numerals cannot be combined with any type of noun root. The signs which can 
undergo numeral incorporation are usually nouns indicating temporal information 
(e.g. hour, week, month) and pronouns. 

a. two-hour
 ‘two hours’ (DGS, Steinbach 2012: 122)
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b. two-you
 ‘the two of you’ (DGS, Steinbach 2012: 122)

Other signs that can be modi"ed in order to accommodate numeral incorporation are 
classi"ers.

three-highway
‘three lane highway’ (ASL, Jones 2007: 87)

4.3.5 Measure Phrases

Cardinals might show a special distributional pattern when included in Measure 
Phrases (e.g. ‘three weeks’). Measure Phrases are constructions containing a noun 
referring to a measure of time, capacity, weight, length, temperature, or currency. 

For example, in LIS, cardinals within Measure Phrases consistently precede the 
measure noun showing a di!erent pattern with respect to other cardinals.

a. five month
 ‘five moths’ (LIS, Mantovan, Geraci & Cardinaletti 2014: 115)
b. four-hundred meter
 ‘four hundred meters’ (LIS, Mantovan, Geraci & Cardinaletti 2014: 115)
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4.4 Quantifiers 

4.4.0 Definitions and challenges

4.4.0.1 What is a quantifier?
A quanti"er is an expression that identi"es the number or amount of the set 
denoted by the noun it modi"es. The following are some of the quanti"ers / quanti-
"ers [Lexicon – Section 3.10.2] in English: no, some, both, few, a few, several, enough, 
many, most, each, every, all, and numeral [Lexicon – Section 3.10.1] quanti"ers such 
as two, three. Since Section 4.4. describes numerals, in this section we concentrate 
on the quanti"ers other than numerals. Quanti"ers are typically classi"ed together 
with determiners [Lexicon – Section 3.6] / determiners or nominal modi"ers. 

4.4.0.2 Methodological challenges
Similar to the methodological problem discussed for numerals [Syntax – Section 4.3], 
one challenge in analyzing quanti"ers is to identify whether a sequence of a noun and 
a quanti"er such as children many constitutes a quanti"er phrase such as ‘many 
children’ or a predicative structure such as ‘As for children, there are many.’

4.4.1 The position of the quantifier 

Quanti"ers may precede or follow the noun they quantify, that is, the head noun. In 
the following example from ASL, the quanti"ers precede the noun GIRL: 

all/one/none girl like math
‘All/one/no girl(s) like math.’ (ASL, Davidson & Gagne 2014)

NGT patterns with ASL in that quanti"ers precede the head noun in NGT, as in (a)  
and (b). In LIS, however, quanti"ers follow the head noun, as in (c) and (d) (Brunelli 
2011). 

a. all car expensive nice
 ‘All expensive cars are nice.’  (NGT, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 52)
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b. place many other sign special place have 
 ‘Many other signs have a special place.’ (NGT, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 52)
c. car expensive all nice 
 ‘Expensive cars are all nice.’ (LIS, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 52)
d. ix1 apple many eat 
 ‘I eat/ate many apples.’ (LIS, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 52)

LIS and NGT also contrast in the order in which quanti"ers and possessives appear. 
In LIS, the order is Noun-Possessive-Quanti"er, as in (a), whereas it is Quanti"er/
Possessive-Noun in NGT, as in (b):

   top 
a. friend(s) poss1 all (ix3 arc) deaf  
 ‘All my friends are deaf.’ (LIS, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 63)
  top 
 b. all friend deaf 
 ‘All my friends are deaf.’  (NGT, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 63)

Quanti"ers and higher adjectives such as other, next/following, past/previous 
are postnominal in LIS, but prenominal in NGT. other appears in the order N-other-
Q in LIS. In NGT, on the other hand, it appears in the order Q/other-N, or in the order 
Q-other-N if the quanti"er many is used for Q. 

In some sign languages the order between the quanti"er and the head noun 
depends on the quanti"er. In TSL, for instance, the existential quanti"er some can 
occur both prenominally and postnominally, as in (a) and (b) below, while a-lit-
tle, all, any and most can occur only postnominally, as in (c) and (d) below, and  
the quanti"ers every, other, another are restricted to the prenominal position, 
as in (e):

a. ix3 clothes some unwearable
 ‘He has some unwearable clothes.’ (TSL, Lai 2005: 45)
b. ix3  some clothes unwearable
 ‘He has some unwearable clothes.’
c. ix3  money all take buy book
 ‘He spent all the money buying books.’ (TSL, Lai 2005: 48)
d. ix2   question any have ask teacher
 ‘If you have any questions, you can ask the teacher.’ (TSL, Lai 2005: 49)
e. ix3 ask every teacher question same.
 ‘He asked every teacher the same question.’ (TSL, Lai 2005: 55)

A combination of quanti"ers and distributives can be used as well, as in the following 
cases: 

five beds cl(b)+++   
‘five beds in a row’ (BSL, adapted from Sutton-Spence & Woll 1998: 107)
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In this case the proform is repeated three times. The number information is in the ‘5’-
hand quanti"er and proform indicates the distributive. 

4.4.2 Floating quantifiers

The following examples illustrate what are known as =oating quanti"ers in English:

a. The children have all read the books.
b. The students have each arrived.
c. John’s brothers have both read the book. 

In each of these cases, the quanti"ers all, each and both are separated from their 
corresponding noun phrase, i.e. the children, the students and John’s brothers respec-
tively, thus creating a discontinuous constituent (Bobaljik 2003).

However, there are restrictions as to where these =oating quanti"ers can appear. 
In English they can appear to the le9 of an auxiliary verb, as in (a), between auxiliary 
verbs, as in (b) and (c), but not in any of the positions to the right of the lexical verb, 
as in (d) and (e) below: 

a. The computers all will have been moved to the new office.
b. The computers will all have been moved to the new office.
c. The computers will have all been moved to the new office.
d. *The computers will have been moved all to the new office.
e. *The computers will have been moved to the new office all.

A =oating quanti"er can also appear between an auxiliary verb and an adjectival 
predicate, as in (a) and (b):

a. We were all fast asleep.  (Quirk et al. 1985: 382)
b. The children are all healthy. 

The possibility of =oating quanti"ers has been observed in sign languages as well. In 
the following LIS examples, the quanti"er all appears in combination with a kind of 
relative clause labeled as ‘pe-clause’ (Branchini and Donati 2009). In (a) the quanti-
"er all modi"es the head noun children but it is separated from it. Similarly, in (b), 
the negative quanti"er nobody modi"es the head noun BOY but is separated from it. 

   rel
a. childreni cake eat pei today all [e] stomachache 
 ‘All the children that ate the cake today have stomachache.’
  (LIS, Branchini & Donati 2009: 170)
  rel
b. boyi exam done pei pass [e] nobody 
 ‘No boy that took the exam passed.’ (LIS, Branchini & Donati 2009: 170)
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Grammar writers should pay attention to the possible positions for quanti"ers given 
the basic word order of the language they are working with. They should also consider 
the possible word order options of combinations of quanti"er + possessive + adjec-
tive + noun. Also, they should check in what conditions, if at all, quanti"ers, can be 
=oated.
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4.5 Adjectives

4.5.0 Definitions and challenges

4.5.0.1 Adjectival modification
Adjectives have two main functions: attributive [Lexicon – Section 3.4.1] / attributive 
and predicative [Lexicon – Section 3.4.2] / predicative. Typically, when an adjective 
occurs in a noun phrase, modifying the noun, it is considered to have an attribu-
tive function as in ‘the new car’. When the adjective is in the predicate position as in 
‘The car is new,’ it is considered to have the predicative function. In this section we 
will only concentrate on adjectives having attributive function as modifiers of nouns, 
since we are dealing with the structure internal to the noun phrase. 
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Adjectives are also categorized semantically. Most commonly identi"ed adjective 
categories are the following: adjectives that denote quality, size, shape, color, prov-
enance, value, dimension, physical property, speed, human propensity, age; those 
that are speaker-oriented or subject-oriented; and those that are manner adjectives 
and thematic adjectives (Sproat & Shih 1991; Cinque 1994; Dixon 1982). The posi-
tion of an adjective within the noun phrase and with respect to other adjectives may 
depend on the semantic category it belongs to. 

The distribution of adjectives within a noun phrase is mainly analyzed in two 
ways: (i) their position with respect to the head noun (prenominal versus postnomi-
nal) and (ii) their position with respect to other adjectives. 

4.5.0.2 Methodological challenges 
The grammar writer should take into consideration whether the relative order of the 
adjectival modi"er with respect to the head noun makes a di!erence in its function. 
Given a sequence of a noun and an adjective such as car new, it may be a challenge 
to determine whether the adjective is a modi"er and the sequence is a noun phrase as 
in  ‘new car’ or whether the adjective functions as a predicate and the sequence is a 
predication structure as in ‘The car is new’. 

There are languages where a postnominal adjective is interpreted as predicative 
while a prenominal adjective is interpreted as attributive. Irish SL is such a language 
(Leeson & Saeed 2012). In the Irish SL examples below, the prenominal small is inter-
preted as an attributive adjective, (a), but when it is postnominal, as a predicative 
adjective (b).

a. small handbag 
 ‘(It was a) small handbag.’  (Irish SL: Leeson & Saeed 2012: 153)
b. when jason small 
 ‘When Jason was small’ (Irish SL: Leeson & Saeed 2012: 153) 

In languages where both attributive and predicative adjectives can be postnomi-
nal, identifying the function of an adjective in a sentence might pose a harder 
challenge. However, there may be clues in the sign language under investiga-
tion that may help make the distinction. LIS has been reported to distinguish 
nominal constituents from verbal constituents non-manually (Bertone 2009: 8). 
In the example below, the non-manual marking associated with the noun phrase 
spreads over furniture in (a) but over furniture antique (ix)i in (b). This leads 
to the analysis that the adjective antique is a predicative adjective in (a) but an 
attributive adjective in (b). 

a.  NP  VP
 d.h. furniturea antique
 ‘The furniture is antique.’ (LIS, adapted from Bertone 2009: 8)
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b.   NP  VP
 d.h. furniturea antique (ix3a)  broken
 ‘The antique furniture is broken.’ (LIS, adapted from Bertone 2009: 8)

Di!erent positions of the adjectival modi"ers do not always correlate with di!erent 
functions. In TSL, for instance, the adjective can precede or follow the head noun 
without a di!erence in the functional meaning.

a. ix3  raise [cute cat five] Adj N Num
 ‘She raises five cute cats.’
b. ix3  [cat cute five] have N Adj Num
 ‘She has five cute cats.’ (TSL, Zhang 2007: 65)

The adjective cute in the prenominal and post-nominal positions in the two TSL 
examples above are both interpreted attributively.

We advise the grammar writer to determine whether di!erent positions of adjecti-
val modi"ers correlate with di!erent functions such as attributive [Lexicon – Section 
3.4.1] and predicative [Lexicon – Section 3.4.2].

4.5.1 Prenominal versus postnominal adjectives

Depending on the language, we may observe the following distribution for adjectival 
modi"ers: (i) strictly prenominal (i.e. before the noun), (ii) strictly postnominal (i.e. 
a9er the noun), or (iii) occuring prenominally and postnominally. In those languages 
where adjectival modi"ers can occur in either position, again we have two possibili-
ties: (i) all adjective classes can occur in either position, with no meaning di!erence, 
or (ii) the pre- versus post-nominal distribution is determined by the semantic class 
the adjective belongs to.  

English belongs to the languages of the strictly prenominal type. In example (a) 
below all the adjectives precede the head noun. In the French example in (b), on the 
other hand, the possessive adjective precedes the head noun while most adjectives 
belonging to other classes follow it.

a. their big red cottage (English)
b. mes livres intéressants    (French)
 ‘my interesting books’

LIS seems strictly postnominal since all adjectives follow the head noun, as shown in 
(a–c) below.

a. [example past] 
 ‘previous/last example’ (LIS, Brunelli 2011:54)
b. [example next] easy 
 ‘The next/following example is easy.’ (LIS, adapted from Brunelli 2011: 55)
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c. [man old] book ix buy 
 ‘The old man buys/bought the book.’ (LIS, Brunelli 2011: 60)

In NGT, adjectives can be prenominal and postnominal but the position of an adjec-
tive is determined by its semantic type: while adjectives expressing relative temporal 
relations like previous, following, typically precede the head noun, as in (a) and 
(b), an attributive adjective such as old can follow it, as in (c).

a. [previous example] 
 ‘previous/last example’ (NGT, Brunelli 2011: 54)
b. look [following example++]
 ‘Look at the next/following examples.’ (NGT, Brunelli 2011: 55)
c. [man old] book buy 
 ‘The old man buys the book.’ (NGT, Brunelli 2011: 60)

The following provide further examples from TİD. other precedes the head noun in 
(a) whereas an adjective expressing a physical property, big, follows it, as in (b).

 5_4.5.1_1_TİD_other man money sit

a. [other man] money sit
 ‘The other man is sitting on money.’

 5_4.5.1_2_TİD_rabbit big strong

b. [rabbit big] strong
 ‘The big rabbit is strong.’ (TİD, Özsoy et al. 2012: 8)

The grammar writer should check whether adjectives must be prenominal or post-
nominal in the language studied or whether either order is possible. 

4.5.2 Symmetric adjectives

There are also sign languages in which adjectives can freely precede or follow the 
head noun with no di!erence in meaning. For the TSL examples below the Adj-N and 
N-Adj orders are interpreted identically.

a. [cute cat]  ix1   like
b. [cat  cute]  ix1   like
 ‘I like cute cats.’ (TSL, adapted from Lai 2005: 15)

The following TİD examples also show that both orders are possible in the same lan-
guage.

 5_4.5.2_1_TİD_sun yellow round

a. sun yellow round 
 ‘the yellow round sun’ (TİD, Özsoy et al. 2012: 8)

https://vimeo.com/306489423
https://vimeo.com/306490667
https://vimeo.com/306490839
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 5_4.5.2_TİD_red pants

b. red pants
 ‘red pants’ (TİD, Özsoy et al. 2012: 8)

If the language the grammar writer is analyzing can have both prenominal and post-
nominal modi"ers, he/she should check (i) whether all kinds of adjectives can freely 
occur in either of these positions and (ii) whether these di!erent positions induce 
di!erent interpretations of the adjectives. 

4.5.3 Reduplicated adjectives

The adjective modi"er of a noun phrase can be reduplicated. In constructions in 
which the adjective is reduplicated, one of the adjectives occurs prenominally and 
the other postnominally, as in the TİD example below.

 5_4.5.3_1_TİD_pointed hat pointed

pointed hat pointed    
‘a pointed hat’ (TİD, Özsoy et al. 2012: 9)

The grammar writer should check whether reduplication is possible with adjec-
tives and whether single occurence versus reduplication induces any di!erence in 
meaning.

4.5.4 Ordering restrictions among adjectives

In studies done on spoken languages, adjectives in a noun phrase have been 
observed to typically exhibit ordering restrictions (Dixon 1982; Sproat & Shih 1991; 
Cinque 1994; Teodorescu 2006). The ordering is mostly, but not uniformly, sensi-
tive to the semantic classes of adjectives, that is, adjectives belonging to the same 
class pattern together with respect to their ordering restrictions. Adjectives that 
denote quality, for example, generally precede adjectives conveying size, which 
in turn precede adjectives conveying shape, in all languages as reflected in the 
following hierarchy. 

a. Quality > Size > Shape > Color > Provenance (Sproat & Shih 1991)

The following two hierarchies represent other ordering restrictions that have been 
proposed: 

b. Possessive > Speaker-oriented > Subject-oriented > Manner/Thematic 
  (Cinque 1994)
c.  Value > Dimension > Physical property > Speed > Human Propensity > Age  >  

Color (Dixon 1982)

https://vimeo.com/306489950
https://vimeo.com/306490075
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In the absence of any intonational di!erences indicating di!erent interpretations of 
the noun phrase, the only grammatical order of adjectives in a noun phrase in English, 
for instance, is the one in which the adjective denoting quality precedes the one which 
denotes size, which in turn precedes the color adjective, as exempli"ed below. 

a beautiful small black purse  
#a beautiful black small purse
#a small beautiful black purse
#a small black beautiful purse etc. (English, Teodorescu 2006: 399)

The following examples illustrate strict ordering of di!erent adjective classes in LIS.

a. Origin precedes color:  vase china red
   *vase red china
   ‘red Chinese vase’
b. Origin precedes quality:  vase china old
   *vase old china
   ‘old Chinese vase’
c. Color precedes quality:  vase red old
   *vase old red
   ‘red old vase’ (LIS, Bertone 2009: 17)

In the LIS examples above the adjective indicating origin precedes the color and 
quality adjectives, while color adjectives typically precede quality adjectives.

We advise the grammar writer to investigate whether the sign language studied 
imposes ordering restrictions among di!erent semantic classes of adjectives. The 
grammar writer should also aim at identifying the unmarked order of adjectives, and 
make sure that the di!erent orders of adjectives are not correlated with di!erent infor-
mation structure interpretations like focus [Pragmatics – Section 4.1] or topic [Prag-
matics – Section 4.2].
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4.6 Multiple NP constituents

4.6.0 Definitions and challenges

Typological studies on a large number of languages have revealed that even though it 
seems that the order of the constituents in a noun phrase such as articles, demonstra-
tives [Lexicon – Section 3.7.1], adjectival modi"ers, numerals [Lexicon – Section 3.10] /  
numerals and quanti"ers [Lexicon – Section 3.10] / quanti"ers is not identical in 
every language, the variation is in fact quite restricted (Greenberg 1964).

The "ndings of these studies are summarized as the following generalization 
(Greenberg 1964, “Universal 20”):
i. In the prenominal position, the order of demonstrative, numeral, and adjective 

(or any subset thereof) modifiers conforms to the order Dem>Num>A>N
ii. In postnominal position, the order of the same elements (or any subset thereof) 

conforms to the order   N>Dem> Num> A or 
iii. to the order N>A> Num>Dem.

There are, however, exceptions to the statements in (ii)–(iii) (Hawkins 1983).
Many sign languages have also been shown to conform to the generalizations 

above at varying degrees (cf. Bahan et al. 1995 and MacLaughlin 1997 for ASL; Miljan 
2000 for ESL; Bertone 2009, Brunelli 2011 and Mantovan & Geraci 2012 for LIS; 
Nuhbalaoğlu & Özsoy 2014 for TİD and Zhang 2007 for TSL).
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4.6.1 Prenominal modifiers

In noun phrases with multiple modi"ers, sign languages have been observed to 
exhibit di!erences with respect to how strictly they conform to the following ordering 
of the modi"ers: Dem(onstrative) – Num(eral) – Adj(ective) – N(oun).

While there seems to be no exception to the generalization that Dem is in the 
le9most position, sign languages vary with respect to the relative order of numeral 
and adjectival modi"ers. TSL, for example, has the strict Dem-Num-Adj-N order in the 
head "nal noun phrase constructions. 

a. Num-Adj-N 
 ix3  five cute cat have 
 ‘She has five cute cats.’  (TSL, adapted from Zhang 2007: 65)
b. Dem-Adj-N  
 ixdet  cute cat ix1  belong-to 
 ‘That cute cat belongs to me.’ (TSL, adapted from Zhang 2007: 66)
c. Dem-Num-N 
 ixdet.pl  four car ix1  friend belong-to
 ‘Those four cars belong to my friend.’ (TSL, adapted from Zhang 2007: 66)
d. Dem-Num-Adj-N
 ixdet.pl  five naughty boy ix1  belong-to student
 ‘These five naughty boys are my students.’
  (TSL, adapted from Zhang 2007: 67)

However, the following orders have been reported to be unacceptable in TSL : *Adj 
Num N, * Adj Dem N and * Num Dem N (TSL, Zhang 2007:10).

Some sign languages, on the other hand, have been observed to allow varia-
tion in the relative order of pre-nominal constituents. With respect to adjectival 
and numeral modi"ers in TİD, for example, the two categories can occur in either 
order in the prenominal position without any semantic distinction between the two 
orders. 

a. Num-Adj-N

two black dog  see3-past
‘I saw two black dogs.’

 (TİD, Nuhbalaoğlu & Özsoy 2014)
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b. Adj-Num-N

black  two dog see3-past
‘I saw two black dogs.’

 (TİD, Nuhbalaoğlu & Özsoy 2014)

Even in TİD, however, demonstratives (and possessives) have been observed to be more 
restricted with respect to the position in which they can occur. In contrast to the gram-
maticality of orders in which Dem precedes all the other constituents as in (a) and (c) 
below, the corresponding *Adj-Dem-N (b) and *Num-Dem-N (d) orders are ungrammati-
cal.

a. Dem-Adj-N

ix black dog see3-past
‘I saw the/that black dog.’

b. Adj-Dem-N
 *black ix dog see3-past
 ‘I saw the/that black dog.’
c. Dem-Num-N

ix two dog see3-past
‘I saw the/those two dogs.’
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d. Num-Dem-N
 *two ix dog see3-past
 ‘I saw the/those two dogs.’ (TİD, Nuhbalaoğlu & Özsoy 2014)

We advise the grammar writer to check which orders are possible among the prenomi-
nal modi"ers.

4.6.2 Postnominal modifiers

TSL is a language which allows a symmetrical distribution of the constituents of the 
noun phrase in that all modi"ers can precede and follow the head noun. The modi-
"ers can be split between prenominal and postnominal position, as in (a) and (b) 
below or all modi"ers can occur postnominally, as in (c) below.

a. ixdet⋅pl  naughty boy five ix1  belong-to student
b. ixdet⋅pl  five boy naughty ix1  belong-to student
c. ixdet⋅pl  boy naughty five ix1  belong-to student
 All mean: ‘These five naughty boys are my students.’
  (adapted from Zhang 2007: 12) 

When there are multiple modi"ers in the postnominal position, as in (c) above, the 
relative positions of the noun phrase constituents in TSL must conform to Dem N Adj 
Num.

Similar to TSL, TİD allows split ordering of the modi"ers in the pre- and post-
nominal positions. When there are multiple constituents postnominally, the relative 
order between a color adjective and a numeral seems to be free, as shown below. 

a. ix1 dog two black see3-past 
b. ix1  dog  black two see3-past  
 ‘I saw two black dogs.’
  (TİD, Nuhbalaoğlu & Özsoy 2014)

We recommend that the grammar writer check which orders are possible among the 
postnominal modi"ers.
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Chapter 5 The structure of adjectival phrases

5.0 Definitions and challenges

5.0.1 What is an adjectival phrase?

Adjectival phrases (APs) are de"ned as phrases in which an adjective / adjective  
[Lexicon – Section 3.4] functions as the head of the phrase. Adjectival phrases 
[Syntax – Section 4.5] typically modify NPs. 

APs can either precede or follow the noun / noun [Lexicon – Section 3.1] they 
modify. Modi"cation is subject to language-speci"c rules, and, within one language, 
modi"cation depends on the class of the adjective and on whether they perform  
an attributive / attributive [Lexicon – Section 3.4.1] or predicative / predicative 
[Lexicon – Section 3.4.2] function. 

5.0.2 Internal structure and position with respect to the noun 

Researchers have observed that the position of the AP a!ects its internal structure. 
Typically, languages tend to have what we might call a “side of recursion”, that is, 
the side of the clause where subordination and other expansions are more likely to 
occur. APs sitting on the side of recursion tend to have a richer internal structure 
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